Youth Sports Program Coordinator
Position Summary
Under the direction of the Director of Youth Development, the Youth Sports Coordinator is responsible
for managing and developing Youth Football and Cheer programs within the Youth Department. Provide
quality and engaging programs and excellent customer service while maintaining safety standards that
meet the association guidelines, mission and goals. Recruit and supervise volunteers and support overall
program success. This person will enthusiastically represent the YMCA by displaying a positive attitude,
maintain a high level of energy and commitment to quality throughout all aspects of the job through the
four character values of caring, honesty, respect and responsibility. This individual will create a safe and
positive atmosphere that welcomes and respects all individuals while maintaining a safe and orderly
environment in the facility being used during sports practices and games, as well as enforcing all of the
rules of the sport and those established by the YMCA. To provide quality to sport leagues, instructions
to participants, and enforcement of league rules and YMCA policies. Also be able to handle coaches,
players and parent questions and concerns in a professional manner.
Develops connections with parents, resulting in development of friendships and Y advocates and
volunteers. Creates positive, nurturing relationships with children and provides quality programs with
experimental learning opportunities. Promotes and supports the potential of all youth in programs and
facilitates peer-to-peer connections as part of the overall Y experience. Must also exhibit a team work
attitude.

Qualifications


















Experience with children and adults leading recreational activities.
High School diploma or equivalent preferred.
Supervisory, budgeting, and program management experience preferred.
Must have good interpersonal and communications skills and be sensitive, adaptable,
professional, and articulate when dealing with others.
Background must include strong skills in human relations, program management, excellent
verbal and written skills, staff development, and staff supervision.
Must be comfortable using a computer, emailing, google software, Microsoft office, etc as well
as able to learn new software programs.
A high degree of tact and discretion is required.
Must be able to maintain confidentiality.
Ability to analyze problems and solve them using good judgment and resourcefulness.
Demonstrated skills in planning, time management, flexibility, organization and independent
work proficiency.
Ability to handle multiple tasks simultaneously and to prioritize appropriately.
Ability to respond to safety and emergency situations.
Ability to build genuine relationships with participants and maintain a welcoming environment
with people from all walks of life.
Versatility, flexibility, and a willingness to work enthusiastically within constantly changing
priorities
Must be able to safely oversee multiple participants in youth programs.
Ability to handle multiple tasks simultaneously and to prioritize appropriately.
Must have effective conflict resolution skills.





Ability to attend required trainings and meetings outside of regular work schedule.
Must be able to work autonomously within the YMCA core values of Caring, Honesty, Respect
and Responsibility.
Current CPR/AED certification or ability to become certified within first 60 days.

Essential Functions
















Ability to lead with emotional intelligence.
Enforces and follows Y safety policies and procedures at all times.
Completes daily cleaning and sanitization to ensure a safe and clean environment.
Set up and take down of events.
Must be available for home games on weekends.
Ensures player and coach safety and attended meetings and trainings as necessary.
Implements character development and the values of Caring, Honesty, Respect and
Responsibility in all programs and activities.
Recruit and manage volunteer coaches, referees and game day support staff.
Embraces new approaches and discovers new ideas to create a better member experience.
Uses Listen First skills effectively with staff, volunteers and participants
Promotes the Y mission and cause in all interactions.
Learns member’s names and uses them frequently.
Ensures that playing area and equipment are clean and secure at the end of each shift.
Responds to emergency situations according to Y practice and policy.
Works productively and demonstrates responsible actions by consistently performing duties in a
safe and conscientious manner within the agreed upon timeframe; follows standards, policies
and procedures; is reliable and consistently punctual; actively and appropriately participates in
staff meetings.

Work Conditions and Physical Demands













The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an
employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential
functions.
Ability to thrive in an environment with the unique challenges of a non-profit community service
organization.
Visual and auditory ability to respond to critical incidents and physical ability to act swiftly in
emergency situations.
Ability to stand or sit while maintaining alertness for several hours at a time.
Ability to walk, stand and sit for periods of time.
Position may require bending, leaning, kneeling.
Ability to speak concisely and effectively communicate needs.
Must be able to lift and carry supplies weighing up to 50 pounds.
While performing duties, the employee will be exposed to water, cool or very hot temperatures,
and may be exposed to direct UV sunrays.
Specific vision abilities are required for this job. The employee must be able to see close up and
at a distance and have clear peripheral vision.
The noise level is moderate to loud and requires acute hearing skills.
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